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Miss Patricia Marx has been granted $1, 622 
for use in the purchase of tapes in support of 
the "Services to Groups of Handicapped." This project #234 is supported by 
a 20% contribution by the university. Funds are provided by the Ohio Reha­
bilitation Services Commission. 
Dr. Brian Hutchings has been granted $36, 968 for study on "Tetra­
cycline Resistance in Staphylococcu_s aureus." This project #233 is a con­
tinuation of the grant from the Nat ' on_al In·stitute of Allergy and Infectious 
Diseases, National Institutes f Hea_~,tli ; Qepartment of Health, B:lucation, 
and Welfare. The University adicipates -~n this program by cost- sharing 
a portion of the project adminisfl'a~9 r' ~; salary. The project is to be sup-
ported through 1975. · ' I 
RESEARCH 
SUPPORT 
sciences. 
Watch for Dr. Seiger' s Snow Geese on NBC Special on 
January 23, 1973. 
ENVIRONMENTAL 	 As defined in the Environmental Education 
EDUCATION PROGRAMS 	 Act, this program is defined as the educa­
tional process dealing with man's natural 
and manmade surroundings and includes the relation of population, pollu­
tion, resource allocation and depletion, conservation, transportation, 
technology, and urban and rural planning to the total human environment. 
There are three program types: 
A. 	 Small grants up to $10, 000 - for course work, workshops, 
seminars, institutes, symposia, and conferences. 
B. 	 Statewide Evaluation and Dissemination 
C. 	 Pilot Projects and Demonstration Models 
The type C program provides for support of various types of pro­
grams including: Preservice Training; Citizen Participation; Inservice 
Training; Training of Government Personnel, Environmental Education 
Centers; and Instruction and Curriculum. 
Deadline for proposals has not been firmly established but is ex­
pected to be in late fall or early winter. 
s. 	 o. s. The National Science Foundation Student­
Originated Studies program has a deadline 
for proposals of November 30, 1972. 
In order to encourage college students to express in productive 
ways their concern for the environmental well- being of the nation and to 
provide support for groups of college students who can demonstrate their 
readiness to assume increased responsibility for their own educational 
development, the N. S. F. awards grants to groups of students (5 to 12) 
who are enrolled in institutions of higher education. These are to be stu­
dent- originated, student-planned, and student-directed. The project may 
be interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary, original, scientific in nature, 
suitable for being conducted at other locations, and likely to produce sig­
nificant results for governmental or community action programs. 
A Project Advisor is selected from the faculty to serve as con­
sultant and liaison between the group and the university. 
Further inf ormation available 	in Research Development Office. 
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT The Agency for International Development 
PROGRAM (AID) supports activities of U. S. universi ­
ties in technical assistance projects in 
developing countries. The National Science Foundation, through a special 
program funded by A ID, will provide support for individual U. S. s den­
tists and engineers to apply their experience to problems of development in 
some thirty-nine countries from Afghanistan to Zaire Republic. 
The objectives of the program are (1) to enable U. S. scientists and 
engineers to share experiences with their counterparts in developing coun­
tries who formulate and conduct specific research and education programs 
contributing in a direct way to economic development in their countries; 
(2) to establish long term collaborative relationships between U. S. and 
foreign institutions; and (3) to increase the capability of scientific and tech­
nical institutions in developing countries. 
Projects may be Research/Teaching Grants for 9 to 12 months in an 
academic institution of a developing country. These provide up to $15, 000 
plus economy air travel, 22 pounds excess baggage allowance, 100 pounds 
air freight, and economy air travel for dependents not to exceed the equiva­
lent of two full round-trip fares. 
Projects may be in the form of International Travel Grants for individ­
uals to engage in research or teaching (conduct seminars, give lectures, 
review specific research projects, or survey progress in curriculum 
development) in institutions of developing countries for a period not to ex­
ceed nine months. Visits of no less than one week may be made for an 
itinerary including more than one institution. Grants will provide the cost 
of economy air travel plus a small amount for incidental expenses en route. 
Per diem and local costs must be provided by the host institution. No 
allowance for dependents. 
Proposals in the following fields will be considered: Engineering, 
Physical Sciences, Earth Sciences, Biological Sciences, Social Sciences, 
a nd Science Fducation. 
* * * * * 
Definition of a Researcher: 
Researchers are individuals who have come to grips with the world, 
who question the orthodox, who are self-reliant and inner-directed, who are 
highly intelligent and inquisitive, and whose loyalty is aimed more towards 
their profession than to their employer. 
from Scientists in Organizations. 
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RESEARCH CORPORATION Frederick Gardner Cottrell Science Grants 
GRANTS IN OHIO have been announced in the Quarterly Bulle­
tin of the Research Corporation. 
Muskingum College received $6, 880. 

Ohio Northern University received $2, 038. 

Cottrell Research Grants were awarded to: 

University of Cincinnati $5,262 

Wright State University 9,600 

There were no Ohio grants under the Brown-Hazen program of 
Biological-Medical Re search. 
There were 28 grants in the Science Grants program for a total 
value of $248, 760; 65 grants in the Research program for a total value of 
$445, 476; and 22 grants in the Biological-Medical Research program for a 
total value of $180, 967. 
GRANTS PROGRAMS 
Cottrell College Scie11ce Grants support academic re­
search programs in the natural sciences at private under­
graduate in~titutions. 
Cottrell Research Gra11ts support research of basic 
significance in chemistry, physics, geology, engineering 
anJ related disciplines. 
Brow11-Haze11 Gra11ts support research in the biological­
medical sciences, specifically biochemistry, immunology 
and microbiology, with emphasis on medical mycology. 
Wi//iams-Watermrm Grants support practical programs 
for the combat of malnutrition, particularly in the de­
velop ing nations of the Western Hemisphere. 
CORN REFINERS' ASSN. The Corn Refiners' Association offers a 
RESEARCH GRANTS small program of research grants to col­
leges, universities, laboratories, and 
private research centers. These have been awarded chiefly to land-grant 
colleges for basic studies in fields related to corn production, such as car­
bohydrate research and entomology. Now that most of the earlier production 
goals have been realized, the Association is more interested in sponsoring 
re search of an applied nature in such areas as the environment, consumer 
affairs, product safety, etc., as they relate to corn refining and corn prod­
ucts. (The new Corn Products Company which is coming to Dayton might be 
a means of access to these funds.) In view of the Association's specialized 
interests and limited funds, most of its research is now solicited, but it is 
willing to consider unsolicited proposals which are directly relevant to its 
research priorities. Most of the grants are one-year 11 seed money 11 for 
initiating research programs. April 1 - Deadline for basic proposal. A 
brief letter is all that is required for preliminary screening. 
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NSF GRADUATE The National Science Foundation is now ac-
FELLOWSHIPS cepting applications for the 500 graduate 
fellowships to be offered in the spring of 
1973. These awards are to be made for full-time study leading to graduate 
degrees in the sciences, including the social sciences, mathematics, and 
engineering. These are National Research Council grants. 
NSF CHATAUQUA-TYPE The NSF Chatauqua-Type Short Courses 
SHORT COURSES PROGRAM for College Teachers has established a 
Center at Miami University for this 
academic year. 
Mathematical Models and Computing in the Sciences 
Robert K. Brayton - J. T. Watson, IBM Research Center 
Dec. 7 - 8, Mar. 29 - 30 
Statistics and Experimental Design in the Social Sciences 
Kenneth D. Hopkins, Laboratory of Educational Research 
Nov. 13 - 14, Mar. 8 - 9 
Chem TeC: A New Approach to Chemical Education 
Kenneth Chapman, Chem. Tech. Curriculum Project, ACS 
Nov. 2 7 - 2 8, Mar. 1 9 - 2 0 
Holography 
Tung H. Jeong - Lake F orest College 
Nov. 2 - 3, F eb. 26 - 27 
Radiation and Society 
Edward I. Shaw - University of Kansas 
Dec. 4 - 5, Mar. 26 - 27 
Cosmology 
R. Bruce Partridge, Haverford College 

Nov. 16 - 17, Mar. 12 - 13 

Traditional Society and t he Impact of Urbanization and Technological Change 
Andree Simic, Univ. of Southern California, L. A. 
Oct. 26 - 27, Feb. 19 - 20 
Urban Analysis by Direct Observation 
John D. Nystuen, Univ. of Michigan 
Nov. 20 - 21, Mar. 15 - 16 
Primate Behavior and Ecological Adaptations 
Duane M. Rumbaugh, Georgia State University, Yerkes Center 
Nov. 30 - Dec. l, Mar. 22 - 23 
Biology and Human Affairs 
J. Alfred Chis con, Purdue University 

Nov. 9 - 10, Mar. 5 - 6 

There's always free cheese in a mousetrap. 
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SCIENCE What is it? 
? Webster considers one definition to be: 
"possession of knowledge as distinguished 
from ignorance or misunderstanding. 11 
The National Science Foundation defines science in a sense by finan­
cial support. NSF may support either a specific research project or general 
research in a coherent area of science. 
Re search support is given to the full spectrum of science including: 
Biological & Medical Sciences 
(excludes clinical aspects) 
cellular biology; ecology; evolutionary and systematic 
biology; molecular biology; physiological processe:;; 
psychobiology and neurobiology. 
Engineering 

engineering chemistry; engineering energetics; engi­

neering mechanics; electrical scie'1ce and analysis; 

and hiomedical engineering. 

Mathem<1tical & Physical Sciences 

astronomy; chemistry; mathematics; physics. 

Materials Research 

phys ics c:nd c:1emistry of solids and liquids; polymer 

science; materials engineering. 

Social Sciences 

an th ropology; economic and social geography; eco­

nomics; history and ph ilosophy of science; law and 

social science; linguistics; po litical sciE!nc~; science 

policy; social psychology; soc i0log; and social in­

dicators. 

En•1irom1mtal Sciences 
atmospherk sc iences; earth sciences; physical and 
biological oceanography. 
Those of you in the Social Sciences please note there are funds 
available to aid you in pursuing your research interests. 0 RD will assist 
you in preparing a research proposal. 
SOME NSF PROJECTS AT 11 The Developmental Biochemistry of Plant 
ANOTHER INSTITUTION Seed Embryogenesis and Germination, 11 
$48, 000/2 yr.; "Analytical Applications of 
Electron Spectroscopy, 11 $47, 100; 11 Stereochemistry of Thermal Reorgani­
zation Reactions, 11 $21, 400; "Spin Trapping of Diradicals, 11 $9, 400; "Low 
Temperature Studies on Magnetic Insulators, 11 $42, 100 /2 yr.; and "A Simu­
lation Study of an Information Dissemination Center Network, 11 $97, 000. 
* * * * * * * 
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall to make up for a 
lousy summer. 
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FELLOWSHIPS - The International Association for the Evalua­
EDUCATION tion of Educational Achievement (!EA), 
Stockholm, Sweden, is accepting fellowship 
applications for academic year 1973- 74. Two pre- and two post-doctoral, 
ten-month fellowships are awarded annually under a five-year program of 
Stockholm Fellowships funded by the Spencer Foundation. Air fare and 
monthly stipends are included. Applicants must be research workers in 
education or a related discipline. Fellowships can begin anytime between 
June and October, 1973. 
Applications, curriculum vitae, and letters of recommendation 
from three per sons familiar with the applicant's work (a recent credential 
from a university placement service) should be sent to arrive no later than 
October 28, 1972. 
FIGURES ON FACTS The per capita consumption of foods in­
creased 8% 1904 to 1969; of physical 
structure materials 22% from 1906 to the peak year 1966; and of energy 
materials (coal, oil, and gas) 128% from 1907 to 1969. In this period (1900­
1969) the population increased 166%. 
MORE DATA The world population increased 76 million 
from mid- 1971 to mid-1972 - - about 2%. 
Fifty- eight per cent of the U. S. population lives in areas having populations 
in excess of 100, 000. The United Kingdom has 71% living in this type of 
metropolitan area. 
The U. S. population is made up of 29% under age 15 and 10% 
ove r 65, as compared to Europe with 25% under 15 and 12% over 65, and 
Africa with 44% under 15 and 3% over 65. 
The annual increase in population for Latin America is 2. 8%; for 
Africa 2. 6%; and for Asia 2. 3%. 
SCIENCE/POLICY The National Academy of Sciences plans to 
FELLOWSHIPS establish a new program of postdoctoral 
fellowships, providing opportunities to 
study selected aspects of science and public policy while participating in 
staff work within NA S. 
Four fellowships are expected to be awarded for the 1972- 73 
academic year and eight each year thereafter under a $250, 000 grant from 
the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. General criteria for selection include a 
doctorate degree or the equivalent and five to ten years of experience in any 
of the fields of the natural sciences, social and behavioral sciences, 
engineering or medicine. 
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NATIONAL ENDOWMENT The National Endowment for the Arts was 
FOR THE ARTS established to: 
1. 	 Foster the growth and development of the 
arts in the United States. 
2. Preserve and enrich the Nation's cultural re sources. 
3. Provide opportunities for wider e~perience of the arts. 
4. Encourage excellence in all the arts. 
The Endowment's primary means of carrying out this mandate is 
by awarding grants to individuals and organizations in the fields of architec­
ture and environmental arts, dance, education, expansion arts, literature, 
museums, music, public media (radio, television, and film), theatre, and 
the visual arts. Grants to organizations, with some exceptions, must be 
matched at least dollar for dollar. Grants to individuals carry no matching 
requir.ement. A separate program provides matching grants to official State 
arts councils. 
The programs of the National Endowment for the Arts have three 
basic goals: to encourage broad dissemination of highest quality arts across 
the country; to assist our major cultural institutions to improve standards 
and provide greater public service; and to provide support that encourages 
creativity among our most gifted artists and advances the quality of the life 
of our Nation. 
The Endowment's programs and subprograms are: 
ARCHITECTURE + ENVIRONMENTAL ARTS PROGRAM 
Professional Education and Development 
Graduate Thesis Fellowships 
Environmental Education and Public Awareness 
Development Program to Encourage Facilities for the Arts 
Assistance for New Town Developers in Planning 
Facilities for the Arts 
A Program Objective: Creative Participation in Federal 
Building Programs 
DANCE PROGRAM 
Coordinated Residency Touring Program 
Large Company Touring Program 
Commissioning 
Regional Development of Resident Professional Dance 
Companies 
Workshops and Services 
Management and Administration 
(continued on next page) 
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EDUCATION PROGRAM 
Artists-in-Schools 
Artists in Colleges and Universities 
Alternative Education Forms 
EXPANSION ARTS PROGRAM 
Instruction and Training 
Community Cultural Centers 
Arts Exposure Program 
Neighborhood Arts Services 
Special Summer Projects 
Areas Generally Not Funded 
LITERATURE PROGRAM 
Fellowships for Professional Writers 
Poetry in the Schools 
Poets in Developing Colleges 
Aid to Independent Presses 
Literary Magazines 
Areas Generally Not Funded 
MUSEUM PROGRAM 
Museum Purchase Plan 
Aid to Special Exhibitions 
Utilization of Museum Collections 
Conservation Program 
Museum Training 
Visiting Specialists 
Fellowships for Museum Professionals 
Wider Availability of Museums 
Renovation - (Climate Control, Security, Storage) 
Education Program: A Pilot Program 
MUSIC PROGRAM 
Orchestra Program 
Opera Program 
Jazz Program 
Areas Generally Not Funded 
PUBLIC MEDIA PROGRAM 
Programming in the Arts 
Regional Development 
(continued on next page) 
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PUBLIC MEDIA PROGRAM (continued) 
Education 

Areas Generally Not Funded 

SPECIAL PROJECTS PROGRAM 
State Arts Development 
Regional Development 
General Programs 
THEATRE PROGRAM 
Aid to Professional Theatre Companies 
Aid to Experimental Theatres, New Play 
Producing Groups, and Playwright 
Development Programs 
Areas Generally Not Funded 
VISUAL ARTS PROGRAM 
Artists 1 Fellowships 
Photography Fellowships 
Artists, Photographers, and Critics in Residence 
Program 
Works of Art in Public Places 
Inner City Mural Program 
Intermediate Programs 
Pilot Programs in Photography 
Fellowships for Art Critics: A Pilot Program 
More details are available in the Office of Research Development. 
UNDERGRADUATE The National Science Foundation is accepting 
RESEARCH proposals from universities and four-year 
PROGRAM colleges for the Undergraduate Research 
Participation Program (UR P). 
This effort is designed to encourage institutions to offer an alternative to the 
traditional lecture-laboratory form of instruction. Typically, students are 
selected to participate during the summer following their junior year. 
* * * * * * * 
With the small turnout at polls, perhaps instead of 
election it should be called dereliction. 
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THROUGH THE The U. S. Senate passed the National Science 
CRYSTAL BALL Policy and Priorities Act on August 17, 1972. 
The bill was sent to the House of Representa­
tives, where it was referred to the committee on Science and Astronautics. 
If the bill is passed by the House and appropriations are made, the 
law will be administered by the National Science Foundation. 
The following is a summary of the bill. It is being reported here 
because eventually this will probably become law and should indicate the di­
rection of future support from NSF. 
General - This bill establishes national science policy and pro­
grams to focus the Nation's scientific talent and resources on its civilian 
priority problems. It authorizes $1 billion over a three-year period - ­
$,30 million to advance the state-of-the-art in priority research areas; $795 
million to design and demonstrate civil science systems which can provide 
improved public services; and $200 million to aid States, communities, com­
panies, and individual scientists, engineers, and technicians in making the 
transition to civilian research and engineering programs. 
National Policy Provisions - Congress declares as nation policy 
that: (1) Federal funds for science will grow with the GNP; (2) technical 
manpower must have continuing employment opportunities at their profes­
sional skill levels; (3) Federal funds for civilian R and D must be raised to 
parity with military R and D; and (4) Federal programs for civilian R and D 
must be focused on meeting national needs in priority areas. 
Title I - Science Policy - This title gives explicit authority to the 
National Science Foundation to develop national policies for applying science 
to social problems. It also broadens the composition of the National Science 
Board to include more technical industrial representation. NSF is also 
authorized to identify priority areas of civilian R and D and to use $30 mil­
lion to advance state-of-the-art in those areas. 
Title II - Civil Science Systems Administration - This title e stab­
1 ishes the CS SA and authorizes $795 million to do research, design, testing 
and evaluation, and demonstration of civil science systems capable of provid­
ing improved public services in areas such as: health care, public safety, 
public sanitation, pollution control, housing, transportation, public utilities, 
communications, and education. Programs would be carried out through 
contracts with industry, universities, nonprofit organizations and public 
agencies, and would include provision for transfer of funds to other govern­
ment agencies. Specific programs include: applied social research; design 
of civil science systems; testing and evaluation of such systems; dissemina­
tion of technical information on such systems; and public demonstration of 
civil science systems. 
(continued on next page) 
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Title III - Technical Manpower Transition - This title authorizes 
NSF to plan and assist in transition of scientific and technical manpower 
from research and engineering programs, which have been terminated or 
significantly reduced, to other civilian -oriented research and engineering 
activities. The $200 million is authorized to aid States, communities, com­
panies, and individual scientists, engineers, and technicians make the transi­
tion. Programs include: research on economic conversion; aid to State, 
regional, and local governments for training of government officials, operat­
ing conversion programs, and for hiring unemployed technical personnel to 
work in government positions; Community Conversion Corporations to chan­
nel research and engineering programs in hard-hit communities; Job Transi­
tion Programs to enable companies to hire technical personnel to work on 
civilian projects for which they are not yet fully qualified (on-the-job train­
ing); Career Transition Fellowships to unemployed or underemployed tech­
nical personnel to acquire skills in other fields; placement assistance to 
technical personnel who are unemployed or underemployed; and the develop­
ment of university courses and curricula oriented toward civilian engineering 
projects. 
Title IV - Portable Pensions - The title authorizes the NSF to 
develop recommendations for the establishment of portable pensions for 
scientists and engineers to protect their pension rights as they shift from 
one organization to another. 
Fundamentally this is a gathering together of existing programs 
RANN, MDTA, EPA, New Careers, etc., under the aegis of NSF. It 
does point out the fact that the social and economic influences are to be in­
corporated with the other sciences and many programs will have to reflect 
the interdisciplinary nature of this legislation if they are to be funded through 
federal sources. 
Steel Wool - - The fleece from a hydraulic ram. 
Maxwell's Theorem - "Good to the last drop," even 
though it may be instant. 
Design - To remove a signature. 
Pylon - All aboard. 
>!< * * ,.,. * 
NOTE: If the number of faculty members in your 
department has increased and you need 
additional copies of this issue, please 
call the Research Development Office, 
Extension 758. 
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HIGHLIGHTS 1972 
EDUCATION 
AMENDMENTS 
Higher Education 
Conununity Service and Continuing Education Programs 
$30 Million for 1973 
$40 Million for 1974 
$50 Million for 1975 
Grants and Contracts for special programs and projects 
National and Regional Problems 
Technological and Social Changes 
Environmental Pollution 
College Library Programs 

$75 Million for 1973 

$85 Million for 1974 

$100 Million for 1975 
Basic, Supplemental an.cl. Special Purpose Grants 
Part A - College Library Resources 70% 
Part B - Research and Training 30% 
Supplemental Grants now based on $20 per FTE 
Strengthening Developing Institutions 
$120 Million each for FY 73, 74, 75 
National Teaching Fellows $7500 stipend 
Emergency Assistance for Institutions of Higher Education 
For schools that are financially distressed 
Student Assistance - Basic Educational Opportunity Grants 
Over and above the Educational Opportunity Grant 
College Work Study Program 
NDEA Student Loans 
- Supplemented Educational Opportunity Grants 
- State Student Incentive Grants 
- Special Program for Students from DiGado;rantaged Backgrounds 
- Insured Student Loans 
- Student Loan Marketing Association 
- College Work Study Program 
- Cooperative Education 
- Direct Loans 
(continued on next page) 
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Educational Professions Development 

$200 Million for 1973 

$300 Million for 1974 

$450 Million for 1975 

Teacher Corps - Including tutors and instructional assistants 
Preparation of educational personnel in undergraduate programs 
Instructional Equipment 
At same level as for 1971 through 1975 
Academic Facilities 
24% to junior colleges for facilities grants 
20% matching funds required 

Facilities loans 

Interest Subsidy grants 

Networks for Knowledge 
Extended to include law and graduate schools 
Graduate Programs and Fellowships 
Part A - Improvement of Graduate Programs 
Public Service Education 
Part B - 7500 fellowships for study in programs leading to teaching 
positions in institutions of higher education 
Part C - Fellowships for Public Service Careers 
Part D - Conservation and Disadvantaged Fellowships 
Title VI is being modified from the center concept to a more pro­
gram-oriented idea for language and area studies. 
Clinical Experience in Law 
Law Schools - Clinical Programs 
Many other indirectly related programs are discussed in the release 
from the Department of HEW. 
>:< >:< * >:< * 
Typical Government Financing: 
He didn't know where he was going when he started. 

He didn't know where he was when he got there. 

But Columbus did it all on borrowed money from the 

government coffers. 
All the ethnic problems might have been prevented 
if the Indians had provided stricter immigration laws 
in those early years. 
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Table I. Total Federal obligations to 100 universities and colleges 
receiving the largest amounts, FY 19 71.!f 
[Dollars in thou,ands I 
ln,titutions Institution' 
StateState Total Total(in order of total Federal obligations) (in order of total Federal oblil!ation'l 
S2,405,497 51 . St. Loui' Univer,ity. Mo.Total for I 00 universities and colleges 18.044 
52. Temple University . ....... . 
 Pa. 17.647 
53 . Iowa State Univer,ity or ScienceI. Massachusetts Institute of Technology 89.574Mass. 
and Technology. . . . . Iowa72,5342. University of Minnesota ..... . Minn. 17.369 
54. Univer,ity of Kan\as . . .. Kans .3. University of Michigan . . . . . . . . 60,881Mich. 17. t 30 
55. Meharry Medical College . . Tenn .57,320 16.8834. University of Wisconsin-Madison ... Wis. 
5. University of Washington Wash. 56,535 
16,87756. Univers!tY of Maryl~nd-College ParW I Md. 
57. University ofGeorgta .......... Ga . 
 16.8456. Stanford University . . . ... 54,648Calif. 
58. Baylor College of Medicine ..... , Tex. 16,8117 Harvard University . . . . . . . . . . . Mass. 54.037 
59. Vanderbilt University . . . . . . . . . Tenn . 16.3478. University of California-Los Angeles .. Calif. 54,030 
60. University of Texas-Southwestern i9. University of California-Berkeley ... . 52,279Calif. 
Medical School . . . . ; Tex. 16.29810. Columbia University ...... . N. Y. 52,219 
61. Princeton University .. . .. . 16.145·IN. J . 11. Howard University ... . ... . . . 51,543D. C. 
62. Boston Univer~ity .. ...... . . , Mass. 15.44512. University of California-San Diego. 49,650Calif. 
63. SUNY State University-Buffalo . . · N. Y. 15.30513. Johns Hopkins University ... . Md. 45.548 
64. Colorado State Univer,ity . . . 15.155· 1 Cokl.14 . Univemty of Illinois-Urbana 44,244Ill. 
65. Tulane University .. . . . La . 15,048Ohin15. Ohio State Universitv . 42 lnO 
66. University o f Arkansas ... . i Ark. 14.75641,38516 . University of Pennsylvania Pa. 67. Orel!on State Univer~ity 14.46517 . Cornell University N. Y. 41,367 Oreg.68. New York Medical College. . · 1· N. Y. 14.02540,49618. New York University N. Y. 69. Univer~ity o f Tennessee-1'.noxvillc . Tenn. 14.02419. Yale University ... Conn. 38,400 70. University of Virginia .. . Va. 13.92220. University of Chicago Ill . 37.819 
71. Indiana Univer,ity-Bloominl!ton . j lnd . I 3.4972 l. University of Colorado Colo. 32.720 72. Woods Hole O<:earwgraphic 22. University of Southern California Calif. 30,733 ' Institution . . . Ma,s. 13.493· 1·23. Uni•1ersity of North Carolina· 73. Georl!etown Uni~ersity . D. C. 13.476Chapel Hill . . N. C. 30.321 74. Tuft' University 12.98524. Duke University. . . . N.C. 29.157 · 1 Ma''·75. Georl!e Washington University . D. C. 12.69825 . Washington University Mo. 28,480 
76. Dartmouth Collt!l!e . .. ... . · IN. H. 12 ,485 ~6. Unive!sity of :alifornb-San Francisco ICalif. 26,906 77. Indiana Univer,ity-lndirnapolh. . I Ind. 12.434- 7. M1ch1.,.an State Urnvernty .... . ... . !\heh. 26,810 i 78. Univer,ity of Oklahoma . . Okla. 12.13428. University of Utah . . . . . Utah 26 .072 I 79. Wc'I Vtrl!inia Univt:r~ity . . ' W. Va . 11.91329 . University of Pitt~burg. Pa. 25,931 80. Wayne State Univer,ity Mich . 11.!!6530. University of Rochester N. Y. 25.497 
81. Emory Univer,ily .. .. Ga. 11.71731. Yeshiva University N. Y. 24 .926 82. Univer,ity of Conncctirnt . Conn . 11.58532. University of Iowa 24,914Iowa Oh in _81 Unjvcr,jty or f'in,,inn:iti 11 375_33. University of Texas-Austin .. 24,666Tex. 84. Un1ver,ity of New Mc:1.ico . 11.005N. Mex.I3-1. Pennsylvania State University Pa. 24.629 85. Oklahoma State Univer,ity Okla . 11.00335 . Purdue University . . . . . . 24,443Ind. 
86. Auburn Univer,ity .. ... . .... . Ala. I 10.999
36. University of Florida . .. .... . 23.357 87. CUNY Mt. Sinai Schon! of Medicine .·I Fla. N. Y. ' 10.98837 . C:isc Western Reserve Universitv . . Ohio 22.979 88. University of Orel!on-Eul!ene .. Orel!. 10.846I22.tff8_...38. University of Miami . . ... . . 89. University of Mi~souri-Kansas City .· 1 Fla. Mo. I0.76639. University of Missouri-Columbia . . Mo. 22.348 90. New Mexico State University . N. Mex.I 10.67240. Northwestern Univer~ity .. 22.245. I Ill. 
91. Univer,ity of Maryland-Baltimorec . Md. 10.479
41. California Institute of Technology . . J Calif. 20,490 92. Carnegie Mellon University . . . . .. Pa . 10.436
42. T.:xas A&M Universityzy ...... . . I Tex. 20,4 79 93. Univer,ity of Te'a'·Houston Medical i I43. Louisiana State Univer~ity Medical School . . . . • , .. . ITc:1.. 10,204
C~n ter -Shreveport . i La. 
44. University of Alabama·Birmin11ham .. ! N. Ala. J.45. Rutgim, The St't)e University: ... 
I 
46 . University of Hawaii .. . . . , Hawaii 
4 7. Unive"ity of Kentucky .. . . Ky . 
48 . North Carolina State University- I 
Rakigh . . . . ... ... . . N. C. 
49. Univcr~ity of California-Davis Calif. 
50 . University of ArilOna ... . . Ariz. 
20.4 75 
19.516 
19.489 
19,011 
18,701 
18.174 
18.141 
18.100 
-iY Amotinl\ ~hown reprc~ent awards to the "individual" institu­
tions. Aw.ird' to the administrative offices of university sys­
tems are excluded. 
-!¥Main univer,ity only . 
94 . Univernty ot Tennessee ~lcd1cal 
Units-Memphis ......... . . i Tenn . 10.181 
95. Louisiana State University-Baton 
Rouge . .. .... . ....... . . . jl La. 10.065 
96 . Kansas State Univ.:rsity. . . . . Kans . 
97. Univer,ity of Ma,sadwscrr--Amhcr,1<· I !\la,s . 
9.855 
9.741 
98. Univ.:rsity of Nchra,ka-Linrnln .... : Nebr. 
99. Florida State University . .. . . . .. Ina. 
9.699 
9.629 
100. Gallaudt!t Collei:e . . . . j D. C. 9.504 
~---'----· 
...$'System components rl"purt.:d ~cparatdy for firq time in 1971 
SOURCE: National Sckncc Foundation (('ASE>. 
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IREX SPECIAL USSR TRAVEL GRANTS IN THE CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL SCIENCES DEADLINE - NONE 
ID :-.e-:-nci ti.ona 1 Research and Exchanges Board 

110 E3st 59th Street 

New York, New York 10022 

F:..ic.ld.~: Development of communications between US and Soviet scholars in the contemporary 
soc .L.:il ~~ciences. 
:J~J.:..JlQ..'i!;;. : Provides travel grants to recipients of forma 1 invitations from the USSR' s Academy 
o f Sciences, one of its Institutes, or other appropriate Soviet institutions, to support short 
r.·so2ciri..:h vii:;its for purposes of consultation, research, lecturing, and the like. 
f:l!..~-ili ( ·1 r; :Jt ions: Mastery of th? language of the host country sufficient for the purposes of 
T."l:!~'..!~~rcb and study. Normally r equired to have a full-time affiliation with a North Americ.sn 
col l.r:!E;e o-::- university and be a faculty mc=mber or advanced doctoral candidate who will have 
< 'C'~1 :•1.:~ t ed n11. requirements for the Ph.D. except the thesis by timl'.! of p3rticipation . 
.1 ~ ~:_.:j, _r"l : Shor:t visit:; norma 1 ly up to 2 months, but could be longer if circumstances warrant. 
St:_;2.D.:1'.:l: C:-:-ants to US .:ippllcants will normally consist of round-trip economy air transp1)ctatio 
;1 · 1 .! [ >Cr. dlt~m C"ll.penses in casas ~-ihere they cir-e not provided by the host organization in the USGR 
~mr'~t·: ·Limited . 
.!'Jn l_:: : T: ecisions regard i ng appl5-cations announced within approximately 6 weeks of filing date . 
•
1 
:-,) I i.r.<.1L1ts are r equired, if eH.gible, to apply simultaneously for grants awarded by ·the U.S. 
1 -; !~ :.ce o f Zdnc.;itior. under the Fulbright-Hays Act. For specific information re3a1·ding this, 
ap~ly to: Division of Foreign Studies, Institute of International Studies, Office of Education 
~a~hin~ton , D. C. 2~202. 
~~ n l ~ o p r ovi d es funds to US universities to defray expenses of Soviet scholars whom they 
· , . ~~ irr; ic c J. Grnnts to U3 institutions will cover per diem, domestic transportation, and 
i '' "' «trcl1 expenses o f Sovi(!i: vL;itors. 
'f'l [; :;OCTETY OF THE SIGMA XI DEADLINE - VARIES (SEE NOTE BELOW) 
St~wl Xi National Headqu.:i r ters 

1 .) '5 Whi tTlcy .I\venue 

i~<='\~ lh;.•en, Connecticut 06.510 

At: rt..:nt .!.on: Committee on Gr.oint8-in-Aid of Research 

.t:.:JeJ..:d..'.:_ : /\ny field. 
t't.rpos r.: : To support scientific investigation. 
_Q.ttn l.Lfi."a 1:i.on: Scientists doing research. 
_tc:_c:i od : Not indicated. 
J.:; l:i.~: $100 or less to a maximum of $1,000. Each award is made payable to the individual 
rLc..:ipi(~ll t. No part of his grant may be used for the payment of any indirect costs to an 
irir:titution - all of the funds must be expended dir~ctly in support of the proposed investiga­
tion. All cqt1ipment purchased shall be the property of the institution. No salary or tuition 
~11pport .:.s given. 
~1mbet~: Not specified. 
1Ql2: The Committee on Grants-in-Aid of Research meets on or about the 1st of March, June, 
a nd n~~ -:: o:::rJer of each yeur and .:iward~ are annouP..ced shortly afterwards. Applications and 
su ~ ~ · >- t i n3 lAtt~rs should be submitted at least 1 month before the meeting at which considera­
tion i::, cl esit·erl. 
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------
SSRC- ACL:i VARIOUS PROGRAMS IN THE DEADLINES - VARY 
SOCI.l\L SCIENCES AND THE HUMANITIES 
Soci~l Sclcnc c Kesearch Council 

230 Pnrk Avenue 

New York, New York 10017 

Fi elrl s : Social sciences and the humanities. 

]?1.1··,J?.OS~: To support research for studies on Africa, Contemporary and Republican China, Japan, 

·,:area, L::itin Arn2rica, and the Near and Middle East. 

l~ot~: : Detailed announcement of programs will be made in September 1972, when the brochure 

will he obtainable from SSRC on request. 

ACLS AWARDS FOR COMPUTER-ORIENTED RESEARCH IN THE HUMANITIES DEADLINE - NONE 
Office of Fellowships & Grants 

American Council of Learned Societies 

345 East 46th Street 

New York, New York 10017 

_11 i c ld f;: Humanities. 

/ ur pos c : To support research in the humanities involving the use of electronic computers. 

Applications will be judged both in terms of their potential contribution to scholarship and 

i n terms of the interest and potential importance of the computer applications which they 

im nlve . Originality in the use of the computer rather than routine application is sought. 

9 ual i f-Lcations: Doctorate; US or Canadian citizenship or permanent residency. 

E<:riod: The erant will be available to the recipient immediately following acceptance of 

t bc award, and should be expended within 1 year after acceptance. 

~ __i., (-mu: Will rarely exceed $5,000. 

J.-.:~1bcr : Not specified. 

J-l~:~ e: : 'Tl::::: purchase of computer time cannot be included in the budget of these applications. 

~;~ rd~ 3nnounced within 3 months after receipt of application. 

,:H.TER i:'OR ADVANCED STUDY IN THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES DEADLINE - NONE 
Dr . O. Mered i th Wilson, Director 

Cen ter for Advanced S~udy in the Behavioral Sciences 

202 Jun lpcro Serra Boulevard 

St •nf ord, California 94305 

Ji. ' .:::: The behaviora 1 sciences. 
k:t ~D 0_2£, Advanced study. 

:'.11~;!../lficati.nns: Ph.D. and nomination by graduate departments or research centers that have 

L . •:n co ,1t~1cted by the Center for Advanced Study. 

~t~; od: 1 year. 

_§_ t .i,J~!: nd.: Equivalent to faculty salarles . 

.!J.Y.~rJ:!!2: : Approx imately 50 per year. 

New Promotion Policy: Faculty must publish or join the ministry! Publish or Parish. 
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A.i\"CW FELLOWSHIPS FOR WOMEN DEADLINE - NOVEMBER 15 FOR DISTRIBUTION 
OF APPLICATION FORMS 
Fellowships Office 
Americ.::an Association of University Women - DECEMBER 1 FOR RECEIPT OF 
2401 Virginia Avenue, N. w. APPLICATIONS AND SUPPORTING 
Washington, D. c. 20037 PAPERS 
Fi~lds: Unrestricted. May be used in either U.S. or abroad. 
T'1ri:.-pos2: To advance the education of women, ~iden fields of lesrning, and raise the standards 
ot scholarship. 
puJltfications: There are a few postdoctoral awards available; however, the primary emphasis 
.i. s O:l dissertation completion fellowships. Great importance is attached to the significance 
o.: th~ project on which the applicant wishes to work, its probable significance as a contribu­
t::i Jn to knowledge, ana the applicant's qualifications to pursue it. The financial need of the 
~p~lic~nt is carefully considered . 
.~.:gr ;.od : Twelve months beginning July i . 
.s~i~endJ; Range from $2,500 to $5,000. 
N·\TO RESS.Al.{CH FELLOWSHII'S IN THE HUMANITIES AND ~OCiAL !:iCIENCES DEADLINE -· EARLY WINTER 
(In '71 it was Nov. 15) 
fior th AtL:mtic Treaty Org.3niza tion Research Fellowships 
il~ t;lC Humani.ti~::> and Social Sciences 
Coc1m.Lttee on Intern.3tioC'.al Exchange of Persons 
Conference Board of Assoclo ~ed Research Councils 
2 LOl Constitution Av·i:!nue, N. w. 
~Jshington, D. c. 20418 
_..'.~..: l ch;: Re s earch i.n the humanities c:nd soci.n l sciences. 
, .::_,:~·,10 :;~;: 'fo promote study and r.:~::;e:irch leci ding to publication on various aspects of the 
· · : ~1>~ i n t ecests, traditions, and outlook of the countrie3 of the North Atlantic Alliance, 
( ·.Lg ..:.• ;;c: , Can::.da, Denmar1.<, France, F•.~ deral Republic of Germany, Greece, Iceland, ltaly, Lm~e.n­
h ":rg, !; ::: therlands, Not"Way, Portugal, Turkey, United Kingdom, and United States), in orde·: to 

L ' .:'(1~; ~7 gh t OT' the history, present status, and future developments of the concept of the 

A ~ l ~a ~~~ Community, and the problems ~hich confront ~t . 

.c~~].1.·i.f: ~nti~: Grant:.; are intended for schol.Dr.s of established reputation. C"ln<lidcit ·'.:! r.w.:·;t 

;, ' u J • · 1. i. ona.L of a rnem'th~T. country and must unde:i:take his research in 1 or more m>:!mber cot•ntric 

.'·.'.:.:.!:: _:.l.'.'~ . ~ -!; morlt;1s; but ;~.:i y in special c n ses bt! extended to 6 months. 

'!. ~ ..: ~.'...~. : NATO wi.L 1 pdV t h e c o::> t of tr.::ivc~l by aii: for such journeys :is may be approved fn~- th.; 

. : • <•• , .. " ,., f •.t'l l' O<.plt~tio ,1 o .E the; project. Amount is 23,000 B~lgian fran.~s p<!r month, or Lhe ~·q11i­

v <1·i.c ·L i , i tl-1(~ currency of .::iny other membe-.r country (approximately US $467) . 

.i- 1..'.:_::: : ,...· , ,o:Jnl ]. :.' ;C' of pr.~ :3 !nt 
<Z p'. ir ·n •· i :1t·2 ;rnthority of 
:r csi. dr::nc=~, t h e applic.::int mur;t subrd. I: hi::; applic .::i ti c:n t t h ·: 
the et)Untry of which he is a national. 
The feminist movement is not to be confused with the one popularized by Diet-Cola. 
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_(£;,l~-~tS .~TUDY fELLOWSHIPS 
.i:.·~;.:·"I<~:>.: The humanities and the social sciences . 
.1~~~..2E_~: To assist young scholars in the humanities to enlarge their range of knowledge 0y 
Rt11dy inside or outside the humanities but in disciplines other than their present specializa­
ti0n. Social and natural scientists who wish to study a humanistic discipline may also apply. 
Fellows ''ho wish to spend their period of tenure at either the University of Wisconsin Insti ­
tut 2 for Research in the Humanit i e s or the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences 
(f'.-: Lo Alto, California) may do so, but such centers sometimes require application for 
.:i.Efi..li;.if:i.n1 .:J ye.:ir in advance. Fellowships are intended for use at an appropriate American 
ltnh·.:rsity, but study abroad is permitted if foreign travel is necesf>ary to the project. 
£~~~ l lfications: Doctorate; US or Canadian citizenship or permanent residency. Although no 
:.,Ls c•lui.:e af;e limit is imposed, it is expected that Study Fellows will normally be under 36 
Y i~ :.ir r:; o~ Dge~ 
K~~--~'-'.J.: Hinimum of 6 continuous months to 1 year, beginning any time after July 1, 1973 and 

~-ndi~g ~y June 30, 1974. 

_;;_ __L>P::'~'. ~·/ill. not exceed $10,000; special provisions can sometimes be made to meet extra­
1 
o: d .l n..i:cy ·~xpenses incurred in traveling to, or residing at, either Center. 
t!·.:21.22: Noc specified. 

~ ; , ;-- ~ : /\~; ::rrds nunounced within l+ mon t hs after deadline. 

D '2'!c1 lin~J: November 1 

fil 1~xc:1ange oE Graduate Students and Young Faculty in all Fields with the Ministry of Higher 
:;~:2_cl ~~)·ecialized se·condary -..:ducation of the USSR 
K~~· J d:o: All fields . 
..f' ~':r.pos 0. '3T'.d Qualifications: Applicants are offered research at Soviet universities; provision 
·! tn ually for advanced doctoral candidates (i.e., those who will have completed all require­
. ~n ts f0 ~ the Ph.D. except the dissertation by the ti~e of participation), researchers, and 
, .. '. t lty me'T!bers. Applicants must be US citizens and normally are required to have full-time 
".i" Ci l i~1 L-icn with a North American college or university. 
: · .· · ::.:~,c d: ·.:_ :>emester or an academic year. 
~_i __ ;-,c_m.J : Grant v.Jrics according to Applicant, maximum amount to include travel, study-relatedl 
·-1 L:r i.~' J.s, predeparture language training where necessary, lodging, and daily expenses_. 
· ·.~.n"i. l/ .;..:tinten<lnce provided where no other means are available­
f-.. ,_:1ber: Up to 1+0. 
JJ.:oa d lin r~ : November 1, 1972 for periods of study beginning September 1973. 
1 .,, • • l p wi"th Bulgari·a. Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Romani.a, andL'~J.!..L_~.5;_-_·, -... , :;:;_ c. i:.xc rnnge rograms _ , _ _ __ 
x~l.'._; 'J.<;·1 :v.i.'J. 

:~i,_r_J<\':; 11 U £1.elds of study . 

.: :< ~.--.1::2.::::: ?rov.Ld c s opport:1mity for academic exchange programs· 
0· ~J i; · 1 ~ ~ t : ons: Those who may apply are advanced graduate students (i.e., those who will have 
·; ; <~; r))-::i: t2.i a.Li requirements for the Ph.D. except the dissertation by the time of participation), 
po ~; i- d') c t o >:.J l rese.1rchers, nnd fa.culty members are eligible to apply if they are US citizens 
;.:nd , n o .:·;.;,:i 1. l y , ar ~ a f filin ted with a North L\merican university or. college· 
~' c r ·i.od: The :r:egular period of research is 1 semester or 1 academic year: . 
.~t .i_p_~nc1 ; £'or the ~ndividual participant - round trip travel to the receiving c?untr~ and 
:; t ,.,l;y- r ..... l::it1:;d intcrn.:il travel expenses, housing, tuition and fees, a.book and m:-crofilm 
J "] n ~8 nc8 , ~ nd a stipend to cover meals and miscellaneous expenses will be provided. Family 
al1u;·ic~:>'.::e.3 :-1.re orcllnarily provided where no other means are available . 
.H:~'.::-.:.u·~-.:: :. not spec ificd. 

_1) 2.-HlLLne: November 15, 1972 for period abroad beginning September 1973. 
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Tllf. IN STITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY DEADLINE - NOVEMBER 1 OF YEAR PRECEDING MEMBERSHIP 
IN SCHOOL OF HISTORICAL STUDIES 
Office of the Director 
Th e Institute for Advanced Study - DECEMBER 31 IN SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS AND 
Princ eton, New Jersey SCHOOL OF NATURAL SCIENCES 
~Jyl d s: Mathematics, historical studies, and natural sciences. 
P1npu.; c: Advanced study. 
Qu31. .L £ic.:Jtions: Doctoral degree; citizenship unrestricted. 
])c r i.od: u~ually 1 year. Sometimes extended for 2nd year in School of Mathematics and School 
o f N~tural Sciences. 
Stipend: Amount not specified. About 1/2 of the members are supported by grants-in-aid from 
fund s available to the schools, and supplementary specific purpose funds of the Institute; 
the oth er 1/2 arc supported by the members own institutions, by the US and foreign govern­
ments, 3nd by private foundations. 
l';1.1 inbeJ'.': Varies; about 100 are members at any time . 
.Notl~ : 1/2 to 2/3 of the members are invited by the Institute because of their work being 
kno-..vn ; the other 1/2 or 1/3 are selected from applicants who complei.:e forms obtainable from 
thE:.! Ins,...itute. 
NX.rI0N AL E.NDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES DEADLINES - NOVEMBER 6, 1972 
r o :;TDOCTCRAL FELLOWSHIPS IN 
i\ o:-'T\.l -ML.~ RICL\N, .AMERICAN INDIAN, MEXICAN-AMERICAN - INSTITUTIONAL NOMINATIONS 
lI.LSTORI~:.t\ L_, CULTURAL, AND SOCIAL STUDIES DUE AT NEH, WASHINGTON, D.C . 
JANUARY 10, 1973 
Na t iona l Endm•ment for the Humanities 
806 ~ifteenth Street, N. W. 
Wash ingtor, D. C. 20506 
.1· •.....: ___ ~ - Afro-American, American Indian, and Mexican-American, historical, cultural and 
s o:: j.:1.L ~ t u d iE:s . 
~~·.·:. ~-..'.. : The program o ffe rs fellowships for young scholars and teachers who have just complete• 
: h , i_· p .-of~ssion3l training and seek an opportunity to undertake advanced study in selected 
fi(d ds . T:1is will be u nd e r the principal guidance of scholars at institutions to be announced 
by NEH in t h e ear ly autumn of 1972. To secure detailed information on the list of fellowship 
insti tu ~ions, ~rite to NEH at the above address • 
.r..· : :ct l_ ~ fic -~t ions: Applic.::ints must have completed their professional work or their professional 
1-, · ,:i-j . · i:n.~ with i n t lle pa~.;t 5 years, or must expect to have completed it before the beginning 
n f t he i 072-73 acodemi.c year. 
'\']"-i..o r': Ac.:iderni.c year 1972-73. 
~ : .:_~_ ::ri.d : $8 '(.\()Q. 
:'.. : . .: J·~ -i: : /-,pprox imately 50 fellowships to be divided among the 3 programs. 
i"'..'._J~ :_·~ic.: t: Lo.:i. s : to be submitted to designated fellowship institutions, and application forms 
. . :i. n~.;t >: 11 c tions should be obtained from those institutions. 
* * * * * * * 
Pollutant? 
ppm in terms of vermouth is equivalent to 
one ounce of vermouth in 7, 800 gallons of 
gin. 
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CALENDAR OF DEADLINES 
OCTOBER 
Guide No. Deadline 
Special Demonstration Projects in Adult Education, 
USOE 
Teacher Training for Adult Education, USOE 
University Year for Action, Action 
Technical Assistance Workshop Title III, ESEA 
Emergency School Assistance 
Cooperative Education Program 
Research Fellowships, ACLS 
Equipment & Materials to Improve Undergraduate 
Instruction Program, (State) 
Doctoral & Dissertation Research 
Undergraduate & Graduate Programs in International 
Study 
Full Utilization of Educational Talent for the Nursing 
Profession 
Faculty Research Abroad - Grants for Overseas 
Research 
Apprenticeship Training in Public Hea 1th 
Special Projects to Improve Nurse Training 
Educational Talent Search 
Upward Bound 
School Construction in Areas Affected by Federal 
Activities 
Special Services for Disadvantaged Students in 
Institutions of Higher Education 
Summer Language Fellowships, AUS 
Fellowships, ACLS 
Folger Library Fellowships 
Reactor Fuel Cycle Assistance 
Cooperative Projects for Two-Year Colleges · 
Graduate Programs in International Studies 
Public Media Program Education - Cooperative Educa­
tion 
Undergraduate Scientific Research Participation 
Fellowships &: Summer Stipends Program (Young 
Humanists &: Junior College Teachers) 
Educational Technology Training Program, USOE 
NATO Postdoctoral Fellowships in Science 
Wildlife Management Institute Fellowships, Scholar­
ships, & Grants-in-Aid 
Grants for Collaborative Projects, !REX 
Center for Hellenic Studies 
(Continued on next page) 
c 73 

D 95 

E 1 

E 41 

E 44 & 51 

F 67 

E 39 

F 29 

F 49 

Dl37 

Dl33 

c 93 

Dl29 
M 15 

N 26 

E 51 

N 20 

M 67 

N 42 

804 

6 

6 

10 

11 

15 

15 

15 

indefinite 

15 

15 

15 

15 

15 

15 

mid 
mid 
15 

mid 

15 

15 

15 

15 

15 

15 

15 

16 

16 

16 

23 

31 

31 

31 
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OCTOBER (cont.) 
Guide No. Deadline 
American Institute for Research in Behavioral 
Sciences - Creative Talent Awards 
Environmental Education Program 
NATO Senior Fellowships in Science 
NOVEMBER 
The Danforth Foundation - Graduate Fellowships ­
Nominations 
Leukemia Society of America Grants-in-Aid 
Study Fellowships, ACLS 
College Work-Study Program 
Educational Opportunity Grants 
Institute for .Advanced Study - Historical Studies 
Teaching Abroad & Summer Seminars for Teachers 
Allied Health Professions Special Improvement Grants 
Resource Project Grant, NLM 
Special Purpose Public Health Traineeships 
Construction Grants to Schools of Nursing 
Guaranteed Loans & Interest Subsidies to Schools 
of Nursing 
Medical Library Resources 
Honors Programs for Science Majors 
Water Pollution Control Training 
Water Pollution Control Research Fellowships 
Education Programs (Project & Planning) 
Student Originated Studies 
Matching Grants Programs, Department of Interior 
(Water Resources) 
Doctoral Dissertation Research Grants - Foreign Area 
F ellowship Program 
Film/T. V. Grants, NEH 
Public Programs (National Dissemination) 
Assistance to Health Professions Schools in Financial 
Distress 
Smithsonian Institution Foreign Currency Program 
(archaeology & related disciplines) 
Planning & Development and Project Grants, NEH 
Graduate Student & Young Faculty Exchange, 
U.S. - U.S.S.R., IREX 
Graduate Art Overseas 
.American Heart Association (Grants-in-Aid) 
Teacher Exchange Program 
National Defense Student Loans 
Fellowship & Stipend Programs (Selected Fields), NEH 
(continued on next page) 
412 31 

E 95 Late Fall 

Late Fall 

12 	 1 

735 	 1 

1 

Dl25 1 

Dl21 1 

1 

E 57 1 

F 9 1 

1 

F 17 1 

F 61 1 

F 64 1 

Fl36 1 

M 10 1 

M44 1 

M 45 1 

M 64 1 

N 13 (estimated) 1 

1 

1 

1 

M 65 1 

F 77 probably 	1 

0 31 	 1 

1 

1 

1 

I 

E 53 I 

DI09 3 

M 67 6 
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NOVEMBER {cont.) 
Guide No. Deadline 
Preliminary Proposals, Ohio ESEA Title III 8 
Teacher Corps - Formal Proposals from Concept 
Paper of June 30 D 67 15 
NATO Research Fellowships in the Humanities & 
Social Sciences 15 
Consumer Training Program, PHS 15 
Strengthening Developing Institutions D 97 15 
American Institute of Indian Studies - 9 month 
Language Study 15 
Special Projects Grants, NEH 15 
Demonstration Projects in School Health & Nutrition 
Services (Preliminary Proposals) E 91 15 
Academic Exchanges - Central & Eastern Europe, 
IREX 15 
Health Professions Special Projects Grants F 79 probably 15 
Special Project Grants for Preceptorship Training F 81 probably 15 
Public Program - Museum Personnel Development M 65 15 
Fellowships for Women AAUW Forms available 15 
Public Programs - State & Community, Regional 
Projects M 65 15 
Health Professions Capitation Grants (Other) F 75 15 
Research Programs - Humanities M 66 20 
Graduate Fellowships in the Sciences N 40 27 
Teacher Training for Adult Education c 5 30 
Special Demonstration Projects in Adult Education c 9 30 
Medical Education Fellowships for M. D. 's 30 
NASA - Life Scientist Program 30 
Environmental Educati on Programs E 95 Late Fall 
DECEMBER 
Special Projects in Pre- College Science Education, 
NSF 512 1 
Language Teacher Exchanges - Higher & Specialized 
Secondary Education, IREX 1 
Scholar Exchange, U.S. - U.S. S. R., Social Sciences 
and Humanities, IREX I 
Fellowships for Women, AAUW I 
Research Career Development, NIH F 95 1 
Scholar Exchange - Higher & Secondary Education, 
!REX I 
Capitation Grants to Schools of Nursing F 51 1 
Museum Renovation, Conservation Grant Program, NEA 1 
Regional Research Conferences in the Mathematical 
Sciences, NSF 1 
{continued on next page) 
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DECEMBER (cont.) 
Guide No. Deadline 
Research Development Program, NIMH G 7 1 
Re sear ch on Chinese Civilization, ACLS 1 
Research on Maternal & Child Health and Crippled 
Children's Services G 89 1 
Research on South Asia, ACLS-SSRC awards 1 
University Research & Training in Urban Mass 
Transportation L 8 7 probably 1 
Cross-Disciplinary Studies Involving Religion 
(Fellowships) 1 
Engineering Research Initiation Grants N 71 estimated 1 
The Danforth Foundation - Kent Fellowship for 
Graduate Study - Endorsements 36 1 
The National TB & Respiratory Disease Association 
Research Grants 1 
Social Science Research Council - Research Training 
Fellowships 1 
The Population Council - Study Fellowships in 
Demography I 
The Foundation for Economic Education, Inc. - The 
College Business Exchange Program 287 I 
Youth Grants in the Humanities M 68 3 
Danforth Foundation - Underwood Fellowships 326 10 
Preparation of Professional Personnel to Educate 
Handicapped Children - Institutional Application 
& State Plan D 1 probably 15 
Research & Demonstration Grants (Office of Child 
Development) 15 
Danforth Foundation - Hunt Fellowships for Graduate 
Study 36 15 
Special Education Programs in University-Affiliated 
Facilities for the Mentally Retarded D 5 probably 15 
Cooperative Arrangements in Vocational Education ­
State Plan D 63 15 
Research in Modern Foreign Language Instruction E 31 estimated 15 
Development Programs in Medical Education TB & RDA 15 
Scholarships for Students in the Health Professions 
1973-74 F 83 15 
Health Professions Student Loans F 87 15 
East West Center L 65 15 
Whi. te House Fellows 0 17 15 
Loans to Student Nurses F 65 15 
Scholar ships to Student Nurses F 69 15 
Huntington Library Fellowships 31 
Rome Prize Fellowships 31 
Equipment & Materials to Improve Undergraduate 
Instruction - State Deadline Jan. 31 E 1 31 
(continued on next page) 
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DECEMBER (cont. ) 
Guide No. Deadline 
Faculty Research Participation at AEC Laboratories 
State & Local Intergovernmental Science Policy 
Planning Program 
Environmental Education Program 
Organization of American States - Fellowships 
Interinstitutional Cooperative Research Abroad 
East European Studies, ACLS-SSRC Grants 
Soviet Studies ­ ACLS-SSRC Grants 
Institute for Advanced Studies, Mathematics & 
Natural Sciences 
M 11 
N 45 
E 95 
E 43 
31 
31 
Early Winter 
31 
December 
31 
31 
31 
* * * * * 
FULBRIGHT- HAYS Applications for junior lectureships in Ameri­
PROGRAMS can studies in France, Italy, or Spain for 
1973- 74 must be submitted by Nov. 1, 1972. 
Advanced graduate students or recent Ph.D. 's in American literature, history 
or government or in economics, geography, psychology, or sociology are 
eligible for this program. There is a language requirement for France and 
Spain. 
Applications are being accepted until December 1, 1972 for North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization awards and for Southeast Asia Treaty Organiza­
tion awards. Scholars with established reputation in social, economics, 
political, cultural, scientific, and educational problems of the selected area 
are eligible. 
NAT 0 grants are tenable in European NAT 0 countries or those 
closely allied to NAT 0 and in the SE AT 0 countries of Australia, New 
Zealand, Pakistan, Philippines, or Thailand. 
For further information, contact Office of Research Development. 
HUMANITIES The National Endowment of the Humanities 
RESEARCH provides grants to support research in which 
the intrinsic importance of the study contri­
butes to knowledge and understanding of the field and on the basis of its sig­
nificance to American life. 
Major issues of contemporary public concern and the Bicentennial 
of the American Revolution as related to present national life are presently 
in the forefront. There are two kinds of grants - Small - under $15, 000 for 
less than 15 months of study and Major - up to $50, 000 (even to $300, 000) 
for up to 27 months of study. The stated deadline is November 20, 1972, for 
submission of proposals. 
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